The career program organized and powered by CUAS & Carinthian International Center is here to empower you on your journey from your studies to your professional success. As experts in connecting international individuals with local employers, we are delighted to introduce our career program designed exclusively for you.

MORE OF OUR CAREER SERVICES @ CUAS:

• Job portal
• Job newsletter
• Job mailing (monthly via email)
• CV check via email to karriere@fh-kaernten.at

Log in with QR Code or find our services on the website: www.fh-kaernten.at/karriere

WINTER SEMESTER 2023/24

ONLINE ONBOARDING SESSIONS FOR NEWCOMERS @ CUAS!

Get in touch with your fellows and start networking! During the two short online sessions, you will get a glimpse of the CUAS international community and get lots of tips from CUAS professors on how to make the best of the studies at CUAS.

No registration needed.

WELCOME DAYS @ CUAS | CAMPUS VILLACH

We organize a special day for our new arrivals! Get lots of organizational tips on the procedures and career possibilities at CUAS and in the region of Carinthia. There will also be a possibility to taste local food!

No registration needed.

FOTOSHOOTING FOR APPLICATION DOCUMENTS | CAMPUS VILLACH

Your CV is ready, now all you need is the right application photo? We offer you a free photo shooting - just follow the tips below and your picture will be great!

Preparation for the shoot:
• Comfortable and appropriate clothing
• Subtle make-up
• Neatly groomed hairstyle

Always use a current + professional photo for your application documents!

Registration online: fh-kaernten.jobteaser.com (Events)
LABOUR MARKET IN CARINTHIA | OFFICE CIC, VILLACH

Discover the diverse industries and sectors in Carinthia that eagerly seek international talent. Gain an overview of companies in industry and tourism, learn about their specific requirements and understand how you can position yourself effectively in the local labourmarket.

Registration: admin@cic-network.at

UNCONSCIOUS BIAS, STEREOTYPES AND PREJUDICES IN INTERVIEW SITUATIONS | OFFICE CIC, VILLACH

Delve into understanding unconscious bias, unravel stereotypes and prejudices, examine their impact on interview dynamics, and master effective strategies to mitigate unconscious bias in interviews, all supplemented with practical unconscious bias awareness exercises. Register at: admin@cic-network.at

Registration closes on the 5th of December – first come, first serve principle.

EXPLORE THE WORLD OF LINKEDIN: NETWORKING, BRANDING AND CAREER SUCCESS | WEBINAR

Understand the impact of a persuasive LinkedIn profile on career progression and realize the value of endorsements. Learn to build effective connections and participate actively in relevant LinkedIn groups. Explore ‘Jobs’ and ‘Internships’ functionalities to seek potential opportunities in Carinthia, while honing your personal brand, with an emphasis on authenticity and uniqueness, as a cornerstone of your professional identity.

Registration online: fh-kaernten.jobteaser.com (Events)

APPLICATION TRAINING (CV & COVER LETTER) | WEBINAR

Learn the art of crafting a compelling CV and cover letter tailored to the Austrian job market. Receive valuable insights on how employers evaluate applications and make informed decisions. Share your own documents to receive personalized feedback and enhance your application materials.

Registration online: fh-kaernten.jobteaser.com (Events)

MATCHING EVENT @ CAMPUS VILLACH

Take the final leap towards your dream career with our exhilarating matching event. Meet HR managers from small and medium-sized companies in Carinthia, who will introduce their organizations and conduct interviews in an engaging and supportive environment. All the career events prior to the matching event will provide the foundation for these interviews, ensuring you are fully prepared to seize your opportunity.

Registration: admin@cic-network.at

MEET & MATCH JOBFAIR | CAMPUS VILLACH

The Meet & Match is a cross-sector career fair with around 100 exhibiting companies each year. It brings regional, national and international companies into contact with potential future employees.

For more information use the QR code:
HAPPY TO HELP YOU!

If you have any questions about moving to Villach or need support during or before your arrival we support you with study counseling, information on housing, the job market and can give you general information on living in Carinthia.

You can reach us best via email or you can give us a call.

______________________________

USEFUL CONTACTS:

FH Kärnten - CUAS
International Relations Office
Mgr. Mgr. Aleksandra Jama, MSc.
Email: a.jama@fh-kaernten.at

CIC Carinthian International Center
CIC Büro Villach
Hauptplatz 7 | 9500 Villach
+43 (0)664 252 05 75
Email: admin@cic-network.at

FH Kärnten - CUAS
Business & Career Service
Mag.ª Birgit Marktl
Email: karriere@fh-kaernten.at